Canyonlands National Park

HORSESHOE CANYON
Leave the main road behind with a journey into the past at this gorgeous offbeat spot.

GRAND VIEW POINT
Gaze at the desert panorama from this remarkable outlook on the edge of the sky.

THE MAZE
Lose yourself in the labyrinthine canyons accessed from the park’s forgotten district.

DEAD HORSE POINT STATE PARK
Same views, half the crowd.

MESA ARCH
Watch the sunrise catch fire at this panoramic natural arch.

WHITE RIM ROAD
Journey by mountain bike or 4WD on this 100-mile track below the Island in the Sky.

CATARACT CANYON
Feel the adrenaline as you drop, weave and bump your way down a classic stretch of white water.

CHESLER PARK
Navigate the wildflower meadows, curvy slickrock and impressive slot canyons.